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Abstract

Since the launch of the Greenhouse Gases Observing Satellite (GOSAT) in 2009, re-
trieval algorithms designed to infer the column-averaged dry-air mole fraction of carbon
dioxide (XCO2

) from hyperspectral near-infrared observations of reflected sunlight have
been greatly improved. They now generally include the scattering effects of clouds and5

aerosols, as early work found that absorption-only retrievals, which neglected these ef-
fects, often incurred unacceptably large errors, even for scenes with optically thin cloud
or aerosol layers. However, these “full-physics” retrievals tend to be computationally
expensive and may incur biases from trying to deduce the properties of clouds and
aerosols when there are none present. Additionally, algorithms are now available that10

can quickly and effectively identify and remove most scenes in which cloud or aerosol
scattering plays a significant role.

In this work, we test the hypothesis that non-scattering, or “clear-sky”, retrievals may
perform as well as full-physics retrievals for sufficiently clear scenes. Clear-sky re-
trievals could potentially avoid errors and biases brought about by trying to infer proper-15

ties of clouds and aerosols when none are present. Clear-sky retrievals are also desir-
able because they are orders of magnitude faster than full-physics retrievals. Here we
use a simplified version of the Atmospheric Carbon Observations from Space (ACOS)
XCO2

retrieval algorithm that does not include the scattering and absorption effects
of clouds or aerosols. It was found that for simulated Orbiting Carbon Observatory-20

2 (OCO-2) measurements, the clear-sky retrieval had errors comparable to those of
the full-physics retrieval. For real GOSAT data, the clear-sky retrieval had nearly in-
distinguishable error characteristics over land, but roughly 30–60 % larger errors over
ocean, depending on filtration level, compared to the full-physics retrieval. In general,
the clear-sky retrieval had XCO2

root-mean-square (RMS) errors of less than 2.0 ppm25

when adequately filtered through the use of the Data Ordering through Genetic Opti-
mization (DOGO) system. These results imply that non-scattering XCO2

retrievals are
potentially much more accurate than previous literature suggests, when employing fil-
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tering methods to remove measurements in which scattering can cause significant
errors. Additionally, the computational benefits of non-scattering retrievals means they
may be useful for certain applications that require large amounts of data but have less
stringent error requirements.

1 Introduction5

Recently, space-based instruments such as the Greenhouse Gases Observing Satel-
lite (GOSAT; Yokota et al., 2009) and the Orbiting Carbon Observatory-2 (OCO-2; Crisp
et al., 2008) have been launched with the goal of providing accurate global measure-
ments of greenhouse gas concentrations, including carbon dioxide (CO2). Only ap-
proximately half of the anthropogenically emitted CO2 stays in the atmosphere. The10

remaining molecules are absorbed by the land and ocean, but where this absorption
takes place is still highly uncertain, especially over land surfaces (Le Quéré et al.,
2009). Carbon flux models, designed to answer important questions about Earth’s car-
bon sources and sinks and their interaction with the atmosphere, are heavily dependent
on the density and quality of CO2 measurements (Rayner and O’Brien, 2001; Baker15

et al., 2010; Chevallier et al., 2007, 2009). Global coverage of CO2 measurements will
improve the accuracy of their results, but only if the space-based measurements are
of sufficiently high accuracy themselves. Specifically, it has been shown that a preci-
sion of better than about 0.5 % (∼ 2 ppm for CO2) for space-based measurements is
needed to gain more information about the carbon cycle compared to only having ac-20

cess to ground-based measurements (Miller et al., 2007). In terms of a bias between
the measured CO2 and the true amount present in the atmosphere, even a regional
bias of a few tenths of a ppm may be detrimental to carbon flux models (Chevallier
et al., 2007; Basu et al., 2013). Thus, it is critically important to minimize errors and bi-
ases in satellite measurements of CO2 in order to be able to correctly answer questions25

about the carbon cycle.
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When retrieving the column-averaged dry-air mole fraction of carbon dioxide, or
XCO2

, from space-based instruments, one of the primary issues is the presence of
clouds and aerosols. These contaminants can introduce large errors into a retrieval
because they tend to modify the light path in ways that are difficult to quantify. In order
to accurately measure the number of molecules of CO2 in the column of air, the length5

of the light path must be known. If clouds and aerosols are present they can scatter
the reflected sunlight in multiple directions, which can drastically alter the length of the
light path seen by the sensor and result in significant errors when calculating XCO2

. Ne-
glecting scattering when measuring scenes containing clouds and aerosols can lead
to substantial errors in XCO2

. These errors are often in excess of 1 % (∼ 4 ppm of CO2)10

and can be tens of ppm for scenes with thick cloud or aerosol layers (O’Brien and
Rayner, 2002; Aben et al., 2007; Butz et al., 2009).

A common method used to avoid these large XCO2
errors caused by light path modi-

fication is to parameterize clouds and aerosols explicitly within the XCO2
retrieval. This

often includes adding one or more scattering particle types to the retrieval along with15

variables that describe their optical and/or physical properties (e.g. optical depth, height
of scattering layer, single scatter albedo) (Butz et al., 2009; Yokota et al., 2009; Crisp
et al., 2010; Reuter et al., 2013; Parker et al., 2011). These particle types and cor-
responding properties are intended to represent typical clouds and aerosols found in
the atmosphere. However, adding cloud and aerosol parameters to the retrieval algo-20

rithm can result in new issues such as creating an under-constrained problem or induc-
ing nonlinearity in the forward model (Nelson, 2015). Further, it has been shown that
these “full-physics” retrievals may incur biases from attempting to account for clouds
and aerosols when none are present (O’Dell et al., 2012). For ideal, extremely clear
scenes, this becomes an issue because the addition of a cloud and aerosol parame-25

terization may be detrimental rather than beneficial. Additionally, a comparison of re-
trieved full-physics optical depths from build 3.4 (B3.4) of the NASA Atmospheric CO2
Observations from Space (ACOS) XCO2

retrieval algorithm (O’Dell et al., 2012; Crisp
et al., 2010) to optical depths measured from the highly accurate AErosol RObotic
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NETwork (AERONET; Holben et al., 1998), shown in Fig. 1, revealed that the aerosol
optical depths retrieved by the full-physics retrieval were not well correlated with the
AERONET measurement for a particular scene.

The aforementioned problems associated with the full-physics retrieval algorithm mo-
tivated a study of a simplified non-scattering, or “clear-sky”, retrieval to test the hypothe-5

ses that it could provide comparably accurate XCO2
measurements, given appropriate

filtering of scenes contaminated by clouds and aerosols. These clear-sky retrievals
are simple and highly linear because they assume no scattering or absorption effects
caused by clouds or aerosols. Thus, clear-sky retrievals may avoid introducing un-
wanted biases when clouds and aerosols are not present. Recent work by Butz et al.10

(2013) has demonstrated that, for simulated measurements over ocean, a clear-sky
retrieval can theoretically be used when scenes containing significant light path per-
turbations are removed. Correspondingly, this approach is now used in the operational
RemoTeC retrieval (Guerlet et al., 2013; Butz et al., 2009).

Clear-sky retrievals are also desirable because of their high computational efficiency15

relative to full-physics retrievals. This is primarily because of the computational ex-
pense associated with calculating scattering from clouds and aerosols. The current
operational ACOS algorithm takes roughly 10 min per measurement and OCO-2 col-
lects about 106 measurements per day. This restricts the number of measurements
able to be fully processed. The use of a clear-sky retrieval would thus, with current20

computational limits, allow for approximately one to two orders of magnitude more data
to be processed. Additionally, the use of clear-sky retrievals would make it possible to
perform repeated tests on large sets of data in significantly less time than if full-physics
retrievals were used.

We begin by testing our hypothesis on simulated OCO-2 measurements then extend25

our analysis to real GOSAT measurements. We use various pre-filtering techniques to
remove scenes obviously containing clouds and aerosols and employ the Data Order-
ing through Genetic Optimization (DOGO) system (Mandrake et al., 2013; Mandrake,
2015) to filter out additional contaminated measurements and improve the quality of
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the data. Global and regional statistics are calculated for retrievals over both land and
ocean surfaces.

Section two gives details on the full-physics and clear-sky XCO2
retrievals. The third

section discusses the simulated OCO-2 and real GOSAT datasets used in this study.
The fourth section describes the pre- and post-filtering techniques used to remove5

scenes containing clouds and aerosols. Section five contains a comparison of clear-
sky XCO2

retrievals to full-physics XCO2
retrievals. The sixth section summarizes the

study’s results and draws conclusions about the utility of clear-sky XCO2
retrievals.

2 Full-physics vs. clear-sky XCO2 retrievals

Hyperspectral measurements of reflected sunlight in the near-infrared can be used to10

infer CO2 concentrations from space by analyzing molecular absorption. The geometry
of the light path must be known in conjunction with the magnitude of the absorption
in order for CO2 to be accurately estimated. The instruments onboard GOSAT and
OCO-2 make use of this method. Typically, a relatively weak CO2 absorption band
located in the near-infrared at approximately 1.6 µm and a stronger CO2 absorption15

band at 2.0 µm are used in conjunction to estimate the average amount of CO2 in the
light path seen by the instrument’s sensors. Additionally, an oxygen absorption feature
near 0.76 µm, known as the O2 A-band, is often employed to help filter out clouds and
aerosols (Taylor et al., 2012, 2015) (see Sect. 4.2) and to retrieve surface pressure,
which acts as a proxy for light path length.20

Because current methods for passively measuring CO2 are unable to give much
information about the vertical distribution of CO2 (Connor et al., 2008), a column-
averaged value is typically the final product retrieved from the measurement. This value
is specifically known as the column-averaged dry-air mole fraction of carbon dioxide,
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or XCO2
:

XCO2
=

∫∞
0 NCO2

(z)dz∫∞
0 Nd(z)dz

(1)

where NCO2
(z) is the molecular number density of CO2 with respect to dry air at altitude

z and Nd(z) is the molecular number density of dry air at altitude z.
Values of XCO2

are estimated by the ACOS retrieval algorithm using a priori informa-5

tion along with measured radiances to optimize a state vector (Rodgers, 2000). Com-
plete details of the full-physics retrieval algorithm can be found in the ACOS retrieval
Algorithm Theoretical Basis Document (Crisp et al., 2010). The parameters selected
for inclusion in the state vector are sensitive to the measured radiances and often rep-
resent physical quantities. Details on many of the elements can be found in O’Dell et al.10

(2012). Of note, the ACOS retrieval algorithm build used in this study (B3.4) contains
up to 46 state vector elements, 20 of which are a vertical CO2 profile that is used to
calculate XCO2

. The a priori state vector and its corresponding error covariance matrix
are derived from multiple sources. The meteorological priors are taken from the Eu-
ropean Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) and the CO2 prior is15

estimated using zonally-averaged seasonal cycles coupled with a typical atmospheric
growth rate.

In this work, we performed full-physics and clear-sky XCO2
retrievals on both simu-

lated OCO-2 and real GOSAT measurements. Some details of both retrievals are given
in Table 1.20

The clear-sky retrieval utilizes the CO2 near-infrared bands at 1.6 and 2.0 µm but
does not include cloud or aerosol parameters in the state vector. Instead of using the
O2 A-band to retrieve surface pressure, which is used to estimate Nd, the clear-sky
retrieval uses the a priori surface pressure from ECMWF, which has been shown to be
accurate to within 1–2 hPa under most conditions (Salstein et al., 2008; Crowell et al.,25

2015). We included Rayleigh scattering by air molecules for the two near-infrared CO2
bands, but these effects are likely negligible at such long wavelengths.
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The full-physics retrieval uses the two near-infrared CO2 bands as well as the O2
A-band at 0.76 µm. The O2 A-band is more sensitive to small cloud and aerosol par-
ticles and therefore its inclusion can improve the measurement of cloud and aerosol
parameters in the full-physics retrieval. The ACOS B3.4 retrieval parameterizes scat-
tering effects by including four unique cloud and aerosol types in its state vector (O’Dell5

et al., 2012), which are assumed to have a vertical Gaussian distribution and are as-
signed a magnitude, width, and height. Two of the four types are a generic water cloud
and ice cloud. The remaining two types are the Kahn 2b and 3b aerosol types (Kahn
et al., 2001). Simulations suggested that a combination of these four scattering types
would be sufficient to approximately represent any type of scene observed by GOSAT10

or OCO-2 (O’Dell et al., 2012).

3 Data

The simulated OCO-2 dataset consists of retrievals performed on approximately 44 000
synthetic measurements spanning 17–18 June 2012 and 19–20 December 2012 (a to-
tal of 58 orbits), providing a full range of solar and satellite geometries. Scenes over15

land used nadir viewing geometry, while those over ocean used glint viewing geometry.
The simulated radiances were generated by the Colorado State University (CSU) Orbit
Simulator, which uses realistic surface, meteorology, and cloud and aerosol distribu-
tions (O’Brien et al., 2009). Gaussian noise consistent with the actual OCO-2 instru-
ment noise (Frankenberg et al., 2015) was added to the synthetic measurements to20

make the retrievals as realistic as possible. For this study, National Centers for Envi-
ronmental Prediction (NCEP) reanalysis data was used for the retrieval a priori while
ECMWF short-term (0–9 h) forecast data was used to create the synthetic radiances.
This intentional mismatch in meteorology mimics real-world inaccuracies when mea-
suring a given scene. The vertical profiles of clouds and aerosols used to create the25

synthetic measurements were derived from the Cloud–Aerosol Lidar with Orthogo-
nal Polarization (CALIOP) instrument onboard the Cloud–Aerosol Lidar and Infrared
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Pathfinder Satellite Observations (CALIPSO; Winker et al., 2009), which currently flies
in approximately the same polar orbit as OCO-2 as part of the Afternoon-Train (L’Ecuyer
and Jiang, 2010). Land surfaces included albedos and bi-directional reflectance dis-
tribution functions (BRDF) from the Moderate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
(MODIS), while ocean surfaces were modeled as specular reflectors (Cox and Munk,5

1954) with a foam component based on wind speed taken from ECMWF.
The GOSAT dataset contained retrievals on 25 000 real measurements made from

April 2009 to December 2012. We included both ocean and land scenes and attempted
to represent the majority of surface types across the globe without being regionally
biased. Measurements were only included in the dataset if they had a corresponding10

XCO2
validation source (see Sect. 4.1).

4 Methodology

In this section we discuss methods of characterizing the XCO2
errors in the retrievals,

the pre-filtering used to initially remove heavily contaminated measurements, and post-
filtering through the use of the DOGO system to further improve the quality of the15

dataset by removing additional contaminated scenes.

4.1 XCO2 validation sources

To evaluate the accuracy of the XCO2
retrievals, a “true” XCO2

value was needed. For the
OCO-2 retrievals, the truth was known because the measurements were synthetically
created. For the GOSAT retrievals, we considered the truth to be either a Total Carbon20

Column Observing Network (TCCON) measurement (Wunch et al., 2011a) co-located
in time and space using the technique described in Guerlet et al. (2013) or the average
of seven CO2 models that assimilate ground-based and aircraft CO2 measurements
and were required to agree within 1.0 ppm for a given GOSAT measurement location
and time. This ensured we had sufficient ocean validation because TCCON stations25
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are mostly concentrated on large land masses. The CO2 models used include two
from the University of Edinburgh, one from Le Laboratoire des Sciences du Climat et
de l’Environnement, two from the National Institute for Environmental Studies (NIES),
the 2010 version of CarbonTracker, and one from David Baker of the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) (Feng et al., 2011; Chevallier et al., 2010;5

Maksyutov et al., 2013; Peters et al., 2007; Baker et al., 2010). Both methods of XCO2

validation have limitations but we believe they are still useful in evaluating retrieval
algorithm performance. Figure 2 shows the global distribution of the 25 000 GOSAT
measurements used in this study and whether the true XCO2

was a model consensus
or a TCCON measurement. Figure 3 shows the location of the 44 000 simulated OCO-210

measurements.

4.2 Pre-filtering

In order to remove measurements heavily contaminated by clouds or aerosols, the
OCO-2 and GOSAT datasets were pre-filtered using the O2 A-band preprocessor
(ABP) (Taylor et al., 2012; O’Dell et al., 2012). The ABP was run on all the measure-15

ments because it is extremely fast and computationally inexpensive. To further identify
contaminated scenes, the Iterative Maximum A-Posteriori Differential Optical Absorp-
tion Spectroscopy (IMAP-DOAS) preprocessor (IDP) was also applied to the GOSAT
measurements (Frankenberg et al., 2005; Taylor et al., 2015). The IDP estimates CO2
and H2O from both the strong and weak CO2 bands independently using a fast, non-20

scattering algorithm. Deviations from unity in the ratio of the weak to strong band values
allows for the identification of many scenes containing clouds or aerosols.

Because we did not have IDP results available for our OCO-2 simulations at the time
of this study, similar parameters to those used in the preprocessor were included in the
DOGO filter-generating process (see Sect. 4.3) so that the OCO-2 dataset could also25

benefit from this screening technique. The use of the ABP and IDP removes most, but
not all, scenes contaminated by clouds and aerosols (Taylor et al., 2015).
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4.3 DOGO: Data Ordering through Genetic Optimization

While the pre-filtering techniques we employed are effective at removing many scenes
containing clouds and aerosols, other tools are needed to identify very clear scenes
that are nearly free of cloud and aerosol contamination on which we believe XCO2

re-
trievals will be most accurate. One method used to filter ACOS B3.4 data was a suite5

of approximately 18 tests to identify scenes of the highest quality, which tend to be the
most clear (Osterman et al., 2013). In this study, the same genetic algorithm used to
create OCO-2 Warn Levels (Mandrake et al., 2013; Mandrake, 2015) was employed to
find optimal post-filters for both simulated OCO-2 and real GOSAT data. Unpublished
studies have shown that this approach yields similar results to the 18-parameter hand-10

tuned filter, but with far fewer filtering parameters necessary. Additionally, while the
hand-tuned procedure requires trial and error to find the best possible filters, DOGO is
automated and can quickly find an optimum filter set with minimal hand-tuning required.
For this work, DOGO attempted to find variables that, when used to filter a dataset, min-
imized the root-mean-square (RMS) of the XCO2

error, where the XCO2
error is defined15

as the difference between the retrieved XCO2
and the true XCO2

(described in Sect. 4.1).
We chose this parameter because it instructs DOGO to remove outliers as well as re-
duce the overall bias, as the formula for RMS error includes both variance and bias. We
also investigated applying a custom bias correction to the data prior to determining an
optimal filter set, but found similar results. The parameters allowed for selection were20

all derived from the near-infrared measurements themselves, e.g. band signal levels,
signal to noise ratios, retrieved surface pressure. The algorithm was not allowed to se-
lect certain variables, such as the validation XCO2

or CALIPSO measurements (used to
create the OCO-2 simulations). This was to ensure that DOGO did not “cheat” by hav-
ing access to external information. Filtering was done for different “throughputs”, which25

equal the percent of data retained after filtering. The DOGO system can also use more
than one “rule”, or filtering variable, when determining an optimal filtering strategy. That
is, one rule selects the single most effective parameter at minimizing the XCO2

RMS er-
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ror while two rules selects the best combination of two parameters in reducing the error.
A larger number of rules results in a greater reduction in error for a given throughput,
but typically only two to five rules are needed to maximize this reduction (Mandrake
et al., 2013). In this study we used four rules and found that increasing the number of
rules did not further reduce errors. DOGO was run separately for both clear-sky and5

full-physics retrievals as well as for land and ocean surfaces because it was hypothe-
sized that different filtering parameters might be selected for each retrieval and surface
type combination.

5 XCO2 retrieval comparison

In the previous section we described our use of pre-filtering with the ABP and IDP and10

post-filtering with DOGO to produce a dataset with biases and outliers minimized to
the greatest extent possible. Here we apply and evaluate our technique and examine
the performance of the clear-sky XCO2

retrieval compared to the full-physics XCO2
re-

trieval for simulated OCO-2 and real GOSAT data. We evaluate the effectiveness of
DOGO at reducing RMS errors, investigate the impact of cloud and aerosol optical15

depths on the OCO-2 simulations, and examine regional biases in the datasets by bin-
ning retrievals into the standard Atmospheric Tracer Transport Model Intercomparison
Project-3 (TransCom-3) regions (Gurney et al., 2003).

5.1 Summary of OCO-2 error statistics

We begin by evaluating the performance of the clear-sky retrieval on OCO-2 simula-20

tions. Figure 4 demonstrates the effectiveness of DOGO at reducing XCO2
RMS errors

as a function of throughput. The initial reduction in error at high throughputs is dramatic,
as the algorithm is easily able to identify and remove highly contaminated scenes. All
datasets begin to plateau at approximately 50–80 % throughput as DOGO has already
removed the obviously contaminated scenes and is now selecting the best of what re-25
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mains. At very low throughputs, there are not enough measurements for the algorithm
to function properly.

Over ocean, the clear-sky retrieval (dashed blue line) performs nearly as well as or
better than the full-physics retrieval (solid blue line) at all throughputs, never having an
XCO2

RMS error more than 0.25 ppm worse than the full-physics dataset. The first 20 %5

of scenes filtered out by DOGO (from 100–80 % throughput) likely contain very thick
clouds and aerosols such that both the full-physics and clear-sky retrievals produce
large RMS errors because neither is able to account for such severe light path mod-
ifications. It is interesting that the full-physics retrieval performs just as poorly as the
clear-sky retrieval, even though in principle it accounts for the presence of clouds and10

aerosols. This suggests that, over ocean, the full-physics retrieval struggles to properly
quantify the light path modifications of clouds and aerosols. From 80–30 % throughput,
there are still many scenes containing a non-trivial amount of contamination due to
clouds and aerosols. Thus, the full-physics retrieval, which has state vector elements
designed to handle these scenarios, outperforms the clear-sky retrieval, which is un-15

able to account for any scattering or absorption by even thin clouds and aerosols. Below
30 % throughput, however, the scenes become pristine enough that the clear-sky re-
trieval has ∼ 10 % smaller XCO2

RMS errors than the full-physics retrieval. It’s likely that
the full-physics retrieval struggles slightly compared to the clear-sky retrieval because
it’s trying to parameterize nonexistent clouds and aerosols and thus has too many de-20

grees of freedom. This result agrees with Butz et al. (2013), who found that simulated
measurements containing light path perturbations caused by clouds and aerosols can
be identified and removed, thus allowing a clear-sky retrieval to perform well.

Over land, Fig. 4 shows that the clear-sky retrievals (dashed orange line) consis-
tently have higher RMS errors than the full-physics retrievals (solid orange line) at25

high throughputs, upwards of a difference of 1.5 ppm, or ∼ 50 % larger. At these higher
throughputs, most scenes contaminated by clouds and aerosols remain and the full-
physics retrieval performs better, consistent with expectations. The clear-sky retrieval
is unable to account for the complex multiple-scattering effects caused by cloud and
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aerosol layers as well as their interaction with the surface. However, the XCO2
RMS

errors become more comparable at lower throughputs, with the clear-sky retrieval er-
ror coming within a tenth of a ppm of the full-physics retrieval error at a throughput of
30 %. This is consistent with our hypothesis that when scenes contaminated by clouds
or aerosols are removed, the clear-sky retrieval can perform as well as the full-physics5

retrieval. However, to demonstrate this explicitly, we must show that DOGO is indeed
filtering out those scenes containing appreciable amounts of clouds and aerosols.

Because we know the true profiles of clouds and aerosols used to create these sim-
ulated OCO-2 measurements, this is straightforward. Figure 5 shows the binned XCO2

RMS error vs. the true total optical depth (the sum of the true aerosol, ice cloud, and10

water cloud optical depths from CALIPSO, used to create the synthetic measurements)
for clear-sky retrievals (left panel) and full-physics retrievals (right panel) over ocean.
Yellow corresponds to 100 % throughput, green to 80 % throughput, and blue to 30 %
throughput. At 100 % throughput, there are a significant number of thick (τ > 1.0) cloud
or aerosol scenes present, along with a secondary peak of thinner cloud or aerosol15

scenes. These thick scenes are primarily water clouds near the surface that the ABP
was unable to identify and remove. In general, the 100, 80, and 30 % throughput XCO2

RMS errors for clear-sky and full-physics retrievals over ocean are nearly equivalent,
which agrees with our analysis of the ocean retrievals plotted in Fig. 4. For high optical
depth scenes at 100 % throughput, the RMS error of the data is large (over 8 ppm for20

both retrieval types). This indicates that, as hypothesized, both retrieval types have
large errors for scenes containing thick cloud or aerosol layers. Going from 100 %
throughput (yellow) to 80 % throughput (green), DOGO greatly reduces the number
of these high optical depth scenes, which corresponds to the steep initial decline of
the ocean retrieval RMS errors in Fig. 4. This is impressive because, as was explained25

in Sect. 4.3, DOGO is not allowed to use the true optical depth as a filter, indicating
that it is using other parameters to infer the amount of clouds and aerosols in a given
scene. For example, the IDP filters are often selected by DOGO, which indicates that
they are functioning as anticipated and properly identifying scenes containing clouds
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and aerosols. At 80 % throughput, the full-physics retrieval has slightly smaller RMS
errors than the clear-sky retrieval for scenes containing a moderate amount of clouds
or aerosols (0.1 < τ < 1.0). This supports our hypothesis that the full-physics retrieval’s
parameterization of clouds and aerosols is helpful for these types of scenes and that
the clear-sky retrieval struggles because it is unable to account for the light path mod-5

ifications caused by these contaminants. When only 30 % of the ocean data remains
(blue histogram), primarily low optical depth scenes (τ < 0.3) remain and the clear-sky
retrieval performs about as well as the full-physics retrieval in terms of both precision
and bias, as the RMS errors are nearly identical. Additionally, the precision and bias
were analyzed separately (not shown) and found to be similar. One might think that10

even slightly contaminated scenes (τ ∼ 0.1–0.3) should have been removed for the
30 % throughput case, but DOGO’s goal is to minimize the XCO2

RMS error, not simply
to remove scenes with high optical depths.

A similar analysis was performed for land scenes, with the results displayed in Fig. 6.
As was seen over ocean in Fig. 5, at larger throughputs, higher optical depths cor-15

respond to larger RMS errors in the XCO2
data. The clear-sky retrieval struggles with

these high optical depth scenes, but also has relatively large RMS errors (∼ 3 ppm)
for moderate to small optical depths. As the throughput decreases, the RMS error
becomes smaller and more uniform over the entire range of optical depths for both
retrieval types. Interestingly, at a throughput of 30 % some high optical depth scenes20

(τ > 1.0) for the clear-sky retrieval over land still remain. However, the RMS error is still
optimally reduced by DOGO and only ∼ 10 % worse than the full-physics retrieval. For
the full-physics dataset, DOGO chooses to remove nearly all of these thick cloud or
aerosol scenes. This suggests that the clear-sky retrieval is less sensitive to some high
optical depth scenes over land, perhaps due to complex light path cancellation effects.25

In addition to the statistical analysis of the full dataset, spatial errors in the OCO-2
retrieval datasets were analyzed to see if regional variability existed and if there were
regions where the clear-sky retrieval had relatively small errors compared to the full-
physics retrieval. These regional XCO2

RMS errors for the simulated OCO-2 datasets
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are shown in Fig. 7. Here we use a throughput of 30 %, where the globally averaged
clear-sky RMS errors are approximately equivalent to the full-physics errors over ocean
and slightly larger (0.1 ppm) over land (as shown in Fig. 4). For both retrieval types there
is limited regional variability in RMS error over ocean and modest variability (a few
tenths of a ppm) over land. The mean TransCom RMS errors are nearly indistinguish-5

able over ocean while the clear-sky retrieval has errors less than 30 % worse compared
to the full-physics retrieval for most land regions. The magnitude of these differences
is usually a fraction of a ppm. These simulated results are promising because they
demonstrate that the clear-sky retrieval has regional scatter and bias similar to the
full-physics retrieval.10

5.2 Summary of GOSAT error statistics

We have shown that clear-sky retrievals can be as accurate as full-physics retrievals
for OCO-2 simulations over both land and ocean surfaces when scenes contaminated
by clouds and aerosols are appropriately filtered. In this section, we explore whether
this result is reproducible with real observations.15

The effectiveness of applying DOGO to the pre-filtered GOSAT datasets is shown in
Fig. 8. Initially, as in the OCO-2 simulations, there’s a large reduction in the XCO2

RMS
error as the throughput is decreased. Based on our results from the OCO-2 simulations,
this is likely because DOGO is identifying and filtering out highly contaminated scenes
that have large XCO2

errors due to complex multiple-scattering effects.20

Over ocean surfaces, the clear-sky retrieval (dashed blue line) has larger errors
than the full-physics retrieval (solid blue line), even at very high levels of filtration (low
throughputs). The clear-sky retrieval XCO2

RMS errors over ocean range from ∼ 1.5–
5.0 ppm, depending on throughput. This error is about 0.5–3.0 ppm larger than the cor-
responding full-physics retrieval errors. As the throughput is decreased, the difference25

in error between the clear-sky and full-physics retrievals over ocean steadily decreases.
This qualitatively agrees with our simulated OCO-2 results in that the clear-sky retrieval
performs better as contaminated scenes are preferentially removed by DOGO. How-
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ever, even at low throughputs (less than 60 %), the clear-sky retrieval dataset still has
RMS errors roughly 30–60 % larger than those of the full-physics retrieval. This is in
contrast to our simulation-based OCO-2 results, suggesting that additional unknown
real-world mechanisms not included in the simulations may limit the ability of the clear-
sky retrieval on real measurements over ocean surfaces. It is also possible that, despite5

promising results from our simulation-based tests, our filtering technique is unable to
sufficiently remove scenes contaminated by clouds and aerosols over ocean surfaces.
Another striking feature in this result is how effective the full-physics retrieval performs
over ocean, even for highly contaminated scenes. At 100 % throughput, it still has RMS
errors less than 2 ppm, implying that the more homogeneous nature of the ocean sur-10

face allows for the full-physics algorithm to successfully capture the influence of cloud
and aerosol scattering effects.

Over land, the clear-sky retrieval (dashed orange line) has errors similar to the full-
physics retrieval (solid orange line) when only modestly filtered by DOGO (throughput
of ∼ 80 %), which qualitatively reproduces our simulation-based results. The slopes of15

the initial decreases in RMS error over land are steeper than those for ocean. This may
suggest that DOGO is more effective at initially removing contaminated or low quality
measurements over land surfaces, despite having access to and using similar filter-
ing variables. This may be due to photons scattering multiple times between cloud or
aerosol layers and the surface and producing a more distinguishable signal for DOGO20

to filter on than for ocean surfaces, where photons are much less likely to scatter off
the surface multiple times (due to glint angle geometry).

The XCO2
RMS errors for the TransCom regions are shown in Fig. 9. The left panel

shows the RMS error for the GOSAT full-physics retrieval dataset while the right panel
shows the same but for the GOSAT clear-sky dataset. The datasets shown were post-25

filtered using DOGO with a throughput of 30 %. Over ocean, the clear-sky retrievals
(right) consistently have regional XCO2

RMS errors 40–60 % larger than the full-physics
retrievals (left). The results over land surfaces are more variable. While the global mean
difference in RMS error over land at 30 % throughput is 0.1 ppm, or ∼ 10 %, this differ-
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ence, when regionally analyzed, can be positive or negative. Certain regions, such as
Northern Africa, have lower full-physics retrieval RMS errors but others, such as South
America, have slightly lower clear-sky retrieval RMS errors. This regional variability
could be due to heterogeneous surface characteristics or cloud and aerosol composi-
tions compared to the relatively uniform ocean. Thus, we can not say with confidence5

that clear-sky retrievals perform better or worse over land surfaces for real GOSAT data
without further investigation, but in general the two retrievals are surprisingly equivalent
over land.

6 Conclusions

In this study we evaluated the performance of non-scattering, or “clear-sky”, XCO2
re-10

trievals from hyperspectral near-infrared measurements of reflected sunlight by com-
paring them to “full-physics” XCO2

retrievals, which include scattering by clouds and
aerosols. From our statistical analysis, we conclude that clear-sky XCO2

retrievals typ-
ically do not perform as well as full-physics XCO2

retrievals when no filtering is ap-
plied, consistent with previous findings. However, with the application of pre- and post-15

filters to remove low quality measurements contaminated by clouds and aerosols using
only information contained in the near-infrared measurements themselves, our OCO-
2 simulation-based tests demonstrate that clear-sky retrievals are of similar or only
slightly reduced quality compared to the full-physics retrieval, depending on filtration
level. This finding holds for real GOSAT observations over land, but not over ocean20

surfaces. For GOSAT measurements over land, the clear-sky retrieval has errors sim-
ilar to those of the full-physics retrieval. For GOSAT measurements over ocean sur-
faces, the clear-sky retrieval has XCO2

RMS errors 30–60 % larger than those of the
full-physics retrieval when the datasets are modestly filtered. The source of this extra
error in the clear-sky retrieval applied to real GOSAT ocean measurements is unclear25

at this point and requires further study. Analysis of real OCO-2 measurements, which
were unavailable during the time of this work, may help answer this question.
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For OCO-2 simulations and real GOSAT measurements over both land and ocean
surfaces, the clear-sky retrieval has XCO2

RMS errors less than 2.0 ppm when the
dataset is sufficiently filtered. In addition, clear-sky retrievals can be one to two orders
of magnitude faster than full-physics retrievals, as scattering by clouds and aerosols
can be completely ignored. For sensors that collect enormous volumes of data, such5

as OCO-2, this could allow for significantly more data to be processed. Thus, clear-sky
XCO2

retrievals may be useful for certain applications that require a larger number of
retrievals but have less stringent error requirements. Further, estimates of parameters,
such as surface albedo, from a clear-sky retrieval could serve as a useful first-guess
for the full-physics retrieval. The faster processing and more accurate first-guess val-10

ues could be of even greater utility to future satellite missions that will likely make even
more measurements than OCO-2.
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Table 1. Properties of the full-physics and clear-sky XCO2
retrievals.

Type Bands Used (µm) Clouds & Aerosols Parameterized Psfc Source

Full-Physics 0.76, 1.6, 2.0 Yes O2 A-band
Clear-Sky 1.6, 2.0 No ECMWF
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Figure 1. Heat-map of AERONET aerosol optical depth compared to the retrieved ACOS B3.4
aerosol optical depth from GOSAT measurements. A linear fit is shown by the solid black line.
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Figure 2. Global distribution and XCO2
validation source of the 25 000 GOSAT measurements.
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Figure 3. Global distribution of the 44 000 simulated OCO-2 measurements.
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Figure 4. DOGO filters applied to retrievals on simulated OCO-2 measurements for ocean
(blue) and land (orange) surfaces for both full-physics (solid) and clear-sky (dashed) retrievals.
Four variables were chosen and optimized by the DOGO system. The x axis is throughput,
which represents the percentage of data that remains after applying the filter. The y axis is the
XCO2

RMS error.
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Figure 5. Clear-sky (left) and full-physics (right) XCO2
retrieval RMS errors vs. the true total

optical depth for simulated OCO-2 measurements over ocean. The black lines are binned av-
erages of the XCO2

RMS error for 100 % throughput (yellow markers), 80 % throughput (green
markers), and 30 % throughput (blue markers). The histograms represent the relative amount
of data for each throughput.
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Figure 6. Clear-sky (left) and full-physics (right) XCO2
retrieval RMS errors vs. the true total

optical depth for simulated OCO-2 measurements over land. The black lines are binned aver-
ages of the XCO2

RMS error for 100 % throughput (yellow markers), 80 % throughput (green
markers), and 30 % throughput (blue markers). The histograms represent the relative amount
of data for each throughput.
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Figure 7. OCO-2 full-physics (left) and clear-sky (right) retrieval XCO2
RMS errors for the

TransCom regions with a throughput of 30 %.
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Figure 8. DOGO filters applied to retrievals on GOSAT measurements for ocean (blue) and land
(orange) surfaces for both full-physics (solid) and clear-sky (dashed) retrievals. Four variables
were chosen and optimized by the DOGO system. The x axis is throughput, which represents
the percentage of data that remains after applying the filter. The y axis is the XCO2

RMS error.
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Figure 9. GOSAT ACOS B3.4 full-physics (left) and clear-sky (right) retrieval XCO2
RMS errors

for the TransCom regions with a throughput of 30 %.
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